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The coward dies a thousand
deaths, the brave man...only
five hundred.
Meredith Willson

A Slutty Mad
Hatter, a Slutty
Optimus Prime,
and a Slutty
Jack Sparrow!
By Kay McMahon ~ Daily Bull

A question packed with
moral anguish and perhaps
ethical consequence: “To
wear or not- to- wear an
outrageously slutty Halloween costume?” The pro’s
and con’s of costume-wear
are deceiving. Cons include
attracting the worst kind of
perverts, for example: who
really wants to bang a cat or
a bunny?
On the other end the probability of getting laid in a
school girl costume is presumably higher than getting
laid as the zombie bride of
Frankenstein.
Another con includes conformity; everybody else is
doing it so why not, right?
For the record, conformity
could also be a pro. All
my friends are dressing like
...see Skankachu on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Gaddafi!

Just Couldn’t Take It, Eh?
By Cameron Long ~ Daily Bull

Houghton, MI – A body was found larly unwilling to identify himself, was perthis week on the campus of Michigan plexed with the event: “I mean, how did
Technological Unihe fit through that
versity. The rewindow? They
mains of one John
barely let any light
Q. were found,
through; they’re
splattered Wile E.
designed to keep
Coyote-style, in
the engineering
front of the R.L.
students bottled
Smith Mechaniup and unaware
cal Engineeringof the outside
Engineering Meworld. It makes
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it a lot easier to
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keep them solving
as the MEEM. A
statics and vibes
broken window
equations for
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hours at a timeseen on the 10th
I shouldn’t have
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Police and Michihardest part was
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gan State Police.
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body, as he “kinda
Said one officer on the condition of hit head first.” A check of Michigan finanonymity, “There’s not much to this one. gerprint records was key, as he had been
It looks like an open-and-shut suicide. arrested once for gratuitous speeding.
There were no signs of a struggle, nothing John Q. was a freshman at MTU, and lived
suspicious.”
in Wadsworth Hall. He had apparently
told his roommate, who went by the
An administration official, who was simi...see G’Bye Cold World on back

Is it true that if your roommate dies, you get A’s in
all your classes? – Mr. Opportunist
Dear Opportunist,
This is 100% true. Absolutely. However, it only extends
to roommates who die via brutal suicide or auto-erotic
asphyxiation. The gruesomeness of the former, or the
morbid humor of the latter, is considered too psychologically damaging to finish your classes. Subsequent
dead roommates will not get you the grade boost,
though they will likely get you a thorough police investigation. Also, although one could consider me as a roommate if you have a stack
of previous Daily Bulls in your room, you do not get the grade boost if you were to
shred all instances of my smiling face in your room. So don’t even THINK about it.
I heard this new abbreviation, BSDM. Is that another building on campus? –
Anonymous
Dear Anonymous,
You have a good eye! Nearly all buildings on campus have some sort of nickname
or acronym, such as the MUB, EERC, M&M or MEEM. BDSM is the new planned
Biomedical Engineering building, and actually stands for “Biomedical Department of
Science and Measurement building”. Of course, I can almost guarantee that MTU
is going to be lame and change the name once it gets through the bureaucracy
that BDSM might stand for something that the University does not want to associate itself with directly. C’mon, Prez Mroz, the students need a good chuckle!
As a bonus, here’s a little-known fact: Rekhi Hall was once called a different
name. It used to be known as the Center for Integrated Learning and Information
Technology. For those who are too lazy to look closely at it, the acronym was
the CILIT. Cue the jokes of new freshmen, lost on campus, looking for the CILIT.
Ain’t history grand?
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

10% Student Discount
Everyday On Every Pizza!
www.thestudiopizza.com

Where the FUCK is Bemidji State University?
And what is a Bemidji?

482-5100

... Skankachu from front

skankoids so at least we’re doing it Halloween has become not just a
together! Yay conformity!
holiday, but seemingly a rite-of-passage. It’s the one day… well, these
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science major, slutty cartoon characters, and for certain, a slutty optimus
prime… any kind of career orientated
costume can certainly be made for
lack of better words, slutty. Getting
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... G’Bye Cold World from front

name, “Bonerpants” (I didn’t ask), that
he was spending the night at a friend’s
place. “I just assumed he was still there,
By Jon ‘Big-O’ Mahan ~ Daily Bull
having a good time. He really loved his
WHO THE HELL KNOWS WHERE THIS Libyans are rioting in happiness now DDR and banana peels.”
IS, LIBYA- The old tyrant or something as they enjoy their new freedom with
or other of Libya, that place with the regards to the no longer alive Gaddafi A search of John Q.’s desk produced
people who were in rebellion (or “Oh joyous day, how great it is to lose a handwritten note, dated the night he
maybe it was just an occupy Wall Street our dictator. Now we just have to wait died. An excerpt follows.
protest?), have finally killed Gaddafi. 3 years for a new one to come in and
Thats right, that guy who did the things ruin our lives all over again. I for one “I can’t do this. It’s just never-ending.
that nobody really heard about until cannot wait,” said one Libyan. Truly a It’s always there, when I go outside,
when I wake up, when I go to bed. I
there was a revolution, is dead. What remarkable story.
was told it would be cold here, but I
this means for the people of the nation
never expected this. I lost count of
of Libya (is that even the right country?
how many days it’s been raining. I’m
I forget....) is still to be determined.
cold all the time. I’ve got to set myself
free from this torment.”
Along the same lines, Gaddafi, whose
attempt to beat Osama Bin Laden’s
Bonerpants offered a rather profound
World Hide and Go Seek record was
remark, saying, “In a weird way, it’s
cut short just the other day, has somegood he did this now. I can only
how managed to hide his county’s
imagine the poor guy in the middle of
money so well, nobody knows where
January, with no end to winter in sight.
the hell it is. At all. Poof. Gone. All
“What? You mean I can’t play Hide and Go
$12 of it.
Seek forever? Why??!!” Cheer up, emo kid. It would be totally silly to expect him
to drink coffee after 8pm. What a
OMG I FOUND ONE. SO ELUSIVE.
hoopy frood.”

WHERE ELSE CAN I FIND THIS “DAILY BULL?”

We have smokin’ hot distribution racks just waiting for you to check
them out. Give them a pat. Oogle their shiny firmness and perky
publication-holding abilities. Places to find the supple racks:
MUB food commons
MEEM elevators
DOW pillar near 641/642
Dillman lobby
Fisher Aftermath food court
M&M lobby near the west staircase
Walker next to the HDMZ
We also distribute in the Chem Sci lounge and USG office. And,
thanks to loyal fans, copies get thrown around EVERYWHERE! Look for
them in class, on tables, on the floor, in your pants...

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication is
printed on. We would also like to thank the Student
Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper and
toner costs. And our vuvuzelas.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu

News in Briefs:
Gaddafi is Dead (right?)

I wonder if he gives a good screw, but she’s
got to be nuts if she can handle THAT.

If picking up a paper copy doesn’t suit your fancy, we do have a
mailing list! Shout to bull@mtu.edu to subscribe! DO IT NOW!

Frosty, the snowman. Who’s heart
was made of souls!

